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Alcatel Submarine Networks rejuvenates its fleet by acquiring 
Ile d’Ouessant, a new maintenance vessel. 
 
Paris, France – 18 September 2019 
 
Alcatel Submarine Networks (ASN) announced today the acquisition of the Toisa Warrior, a 87 meters DP2 ship built in 2011 
(and operated until 2016) from Sealion Shipping Ltd. 
 
Thanks to this acquisition, ASN is rejuvenating its fleet and reinforcing its presence in the Atlantic area. The Toisa Warrior, 
renamed Ile d’Ouessant and registered under French flag, will serve primarily as a maintenance vessel for cables in the 
Atlantic (APMA) and will replace the Peter 
Faber. 
 
The conversion of the ship will start shortly and 
will be run in Europe under Louis Dreyfus 
Armateurs’ (LDA)   responsibility, with the aim of 
having the new ship operational in the Atlantic 
area by Q1 2020 the latest. As for the whole ASN 
fleet, LDA will be the ship manager for the Ile 
d’Ouessant. 
 
This acquisition provides ASN with a modern, powerful, agile and fast vessel (2 propellers and 4 thrusters for a speed of 15 
knots, compared to the 11 knots of the Peter Faber) combine with a longer endurance. ASN and LDA, thanks to their decades 
of experience in cable operations around the world, designed and engineered a solution to transform this Light Construction 
Vessel in a state-of-the-art repair cable ship.  This vessel is meant to be more versatile with the ability to support new ASN 
Oil & Gas activities, such as DC/FO and PRM (Permanent Reservoir Monitoring) projects and provide extra capabilities to ASN 
as light subsea construction. 
 

About Alcatel Submarine Networks (ASN) 
Alcatel Submarine Networks, part of Nokia, leads the industry in terms of transmission capacity and installed base with more than 
650,000 km of optical submarine systems deployed worldwide, enough to circumnavigate the globe 15 times. From traditional 
Telecom applications to Content and “Over The Top” Service Provider infrastructures, as well as to offshore Oil and Gas applications, 
ASN provides all elements of a turnkey global undersea transmission systems, tailored to individual customer’s needs. An extensive 
Services portfolio completes its comprehensive offering for the submarine business, including project management, installation and 
commissioning, along with marine and maintenance operations performed by ASN’s fully owned fleet of cable ships.  
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About Louis Dreyfus Armateurs (LDA) 
For more than 165 years, LOUIS DREYFUS ARMATEURS Group (LDA) has been offering its clients tailor-made industrial maritime 
solutions with high added value activities and integrated services, from ship design to maritime operations.Through its values 
(Innovation, Reactivity, Know-how, Commitment), the Group offers maritime transportation and services in Logistics & 
Transportation (port management, transshipment & cargo handling, shallow water transportation, 4 PL Logistics, transportation of 
heavy lift and specialised cargoes, forwarding activities, logistics engineering), Dry Bulk Transportation, Industrial Marine Solutions 
(submarine cable laying and maintenance, power cable installation/protection in shallow waters, wind turbine maintenance, 
submarine surveys, oil & gas) and Ship Management. Offering a worldwide presence with over 2,600 staff and 60 vessels, LDA is a 
French family-owned Group. 
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